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Topic - How you business people manages ourselves which benefits to us in longterm.
By Radhanath Swami
Notes
Wisdom is knowledge thats built upon the foundation of practical experience. Brahma
sutra begins from athato brahma jigyasa - an essential principles of human realization is
self realization and we should understand who we are and when we understand that who
we are that we can interact to the world in such a way that we can offer our benefit to
the world. Dehi smin yatha dehe - that we are not this bodies - a living force or a soul is
experiencing through body and mind and the nature of the soul is beyond death and birth
and that is the part of supreme being, aham bija abija pitha - lord is a supreme father and
we are the eternal loving being of supreme and when we understand that principle than
we are going to apply in our life.
SP said philosophy without good character is practically useless. The whole
transformation is to have values and how we live in this world. Time is contantly within
us. For body, death is inevitable. Within our life, how we are going to share family with
the world and that legacy that we leave behind. Its greatness of life.
SP said that the greatness of the person is estimated by how we tolerate our difficult
situation. When storm comes and if our house unless has no foundation then our house
become crumble. Similarly, storms are comes in our life will help them to live in our true
nature or identity as soul as part of god then we understand that every living beings are
bros and sis. All our environment is the sacred property of supreme being and we are
sharing and taking care of it and we have responsibility to live in harmony by our true
nature. Business is affecting in our every aspect of our life. The more you give in , the
more we have responsibility we have to actually live with legacy, integrity, compassion
and devotion to God
Thank you very much
Hare Krsna
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